CASUAL ENCOUNTERS

Staff Personals
After spending Valentine’s evening drunk at the movies once again, the staff of The Blue and
White is ready to return to the world of love. Should these vulnerable, earnest essays (which nonetheless exude sexual maturity [and undeniable potency]) move the reader to the appropriate human
response, the ads are followed by our personal mailbox numbers.
seeking m en:
Athlete on a men’s sports team seeking men. (3086)
Vinyl lover looking for someone to drop their needle
into me. (Altschul 4017)
Freshman tired of long distance seeking ~new experiences.~ (Altschul 5262)
ISO member looking to seize your means of production. (Altschul 1917)
Amateur botanist offering tours of my secret garden. (8271)
Freshman with free time seeking someone to flood
my inbox—with listerv emails, of course. (Altschul
8271)
seeking women:
GS creative writing major looking for my Lolita.
(Bushwick)
Archaic Classics major: if I asked you to conjugate
with me, would you decline? (4810)
I’m a cis dude studying women and gender studies,
but down to discuss how gender is fake. I’ll try to stay
in my lane. I’ll also stay in your lane if you want me
to. (5757)
French international student seeking someone to
yell at me outside of Butler. I’ll bring the cigarettes.
(8321)
Joe, 21, seeks woman of intellectual and artistic seriousness. (6969)
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Kingsmen tenor looking for a queen to help me see if
my tuning fork is a suitable pitch. (7729)
Baroque art specialist looking for a Daphne. (2775)
JJs Place might be closed indefinitely, but I’m offering
extra late night hours. (8918)
Aspiring sculptor seeking my Reclining Figure.
(9696)
seeking whatever i Can get:
Me: Rising Editor-in-Chief of prominent campus
publication.
You: First year stunned senseless by power. (5857)
Sassy ungrate looking to be removed from the listserv. (9181)
Barnard student who lives off campus. Seeking
someone to not have to sign out the next morning.
(Altschul 4470)
Looking to sprinkle salt on a Columbia Buy Sell
Meme admin. I can do topical (or just top). (3552)
Sophomore in full slump and ready to hump. (1731)
You can use my mom’s Amazon Prime account. I have
the password. (7885)
Plimpton resident seeking my pimp. (1837)
Newly converted poli sci major seeking prof with
pierced ears, shiny head and outdated memes. (8632)
If you’re busy I’ll make it quick. (4400)w
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